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A NEW SENSE OF  

LUXURY



The rare combination of an excellent location and a building 

which sees the “pombalina” tradition set in modern and elegant 

residential apartments, makes Cordon 31 Chiado one of the most 

exclusive and contemporary icons of modern architecture in Lisbon.

DISCOVER
CORDON 31  CHIADO
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Av. Infante Dom Henrique

Portugal

Lisbon

WELCOME TO

LISBON 
CHARM AND INSPIRATION

A welcoming city filled with magic, Lisbon proudly displays its status as the westernmost capital of the 

continent and the most inspiring: with its romantic labyrinthine streets and stories playing out on a cityscape 

overlooking the river. The light plays across the seven hills and merges with the vast cultural heritage: the 

historic, leisure and business districts.  All this converges into a sensory atmosphere, authentic yet contemporary.



Located in the historic centre of Lisbon, Chiado is the 

neighbourhood of eternal culture, fashion and commerce 

whose privileged glamorous and refined atmosphere 

justifies its high demand for housing.

 

An elegant, bohemian and cosmopolitan neighbourhood, 

overflowing with sophisticated theatres, bookshops, 

jewellery art shops and boutiques of the acclaimed 

international luxury brands, has cast the memory of its past 

as the centre of the intellectual life of the capital.

 

Living in Chiado is enjoying the privilege of being where 

everything happen. A prestigious and historic address with 

charm and romance, whose appeal begins in the lively and 

traditional Bairro Alto. Further down, Luís de Camões Square 

encourages a coffee at the emblematic Garrett Street, in the 

company of, and in homage, to Fernando Pessoa. Opposite, 

the College of Fine Arts, the S. Carlos Theatre and the 

Museum of Contemporary Art at the start of the street Vítor 

Cordon.

Contemplating one of the most beautiful views of Lisbon, 

from the Castle to the Ribeira das Naus, the stage for 

numerous terraces and promenades who witness the birth 

of the restored building Cordon Chiado 31, celebrating 

luxurious lifestyle in spaces of absolute comfort, heralded 

by the most modern architectural designs.



AN INVITATION TO DISCOVER

THE HEART
OF CHIADO



A TRIP DEDICATED

TO LUXURY 
AND MODERNITY

Located in the heart of Lisbon, number 31 on Rua Vitor Cordon is 

part of the prestigious and classified historical area known as the 

“Baixa Pombalina”, in an area that links together the upper and 

lower districts of the city.

Geographically the Vitor Cordon 31 building has a central position 

in a city block consisting of three buildings and establishes the 

connection between the Baixa, Chiado and Cais do Sodré.

The original construction had its origin in the reconstruction 

plan of the city after the 1755 earthquake, and follows the 

typological principles of aesthetic linearity, morphologically and 

architecturally inspired by the role models of the French cities of 

Reims and Lyon.

Its system of anti-seismic construction, called “pombalina“ 

construction is characterised by the use of a mixed structure of 

stone arranged in arches at its support base and, on the upper 

floors, wood in a lighter structure. This system, composed of 

vertical, horizontal and diagonal elements arranged in order to 

create a sturdy structure and resistant in all directions - called 

pombalina cage - gives stability and elasticity to the building.



Architect Pedro Mariguesa
LIsbon, 1971

Studied at the Institut Supérieur d’Architecture St. Luc, Brussels and the Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura de 

Sevilla, Spain. Graduated in architecture in 1998 from the Institut Supérieur d’Architecture - La Cambre in Brussels, 

recognised by the Faculty of Architecture - Technical University of Lisbon.

Established as an independent architect since 2000, setting up the Pedro Mariguesa Studio that develops various 

projects, individually and in collaboration with other architects.

Specialised in designing projects of land use planning for public local authorities and preparation of Architecture Projects, 

Recovery and Restoration of listed buildings of cultural heritage value and interest, notable among which was the 

collaboration in 2004 with the WMF (World Monuments Fund, Portugal) in the restoration of the Queluz National Palace 

and in 2007 the restoration and classification of the Church of the Blessed Sacrament in Chiado.

Author of several projects in the housing area, developed partnerships in creating housing, hotels and resorts and 

equipment in Portugal , France , Belgium , Switzerland and Angola. Distinguished with several awards throughout his 

career, in particular the award of the Prize Vilalva in 2010 for the restoration and classification of the Church of the 

Blessed Sacrament in Chiado, and the international distinction in 2008 by Wallpaper magazine as representative of 

Portuguese architecture .



TRADITION AND 
UNIQUENESS

THE SURROUNDINGS OF A 
NEW DIRECTION





10 EXCEPTIONAL 

APARTMENTS



10 EXCEPTIONAL 

APARTMENTS

The apartments combine traditional charm with 

high quality finishes. They offer a balanced 

environment of refined modern comfort.

The restoration aims to recover the inherited 

legacy adapted to the demands of modern living, 

standards of comfort, thermal and acoustic 

requirements as well as security measures, in 

order to create apartments of excellence in this 

noble city.



With areas between 111 and 213 m2, the 1-4 bedroom apartments, with private parking, stand out 

for their large rooms, high ceilings, natural light and the high quality and elegance of the building 

materials used.







The architectural design seeks to meet the most decorative 

and constructive elements proposing new spaces for the 

different apartments in order to take advantage of its 

good solar exposure and views. The design favours the 

social areas: the living and dining rooms facing both south 

and west, graced with river views and the bedrooms and 

bathrooms face north and east. 

The apartments are equipped with solid wood flooring in red 

varnish, traditional stucco walls topped with smooth wood 

plinth, plasterboard ceilings, high-density tiled flooring, and 

bathrooms with limestone walls. The exterior windows have 

wooden frames maintaining the traditional design.

The apartments are all equipped with air conditioning, 

extractor fan, lift and simplified home automation system 

along with fully equipped kitchens.
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WWW.CORDON31.COM

Promoter:

For more information:   (+351)  961 757 428  |   info@cordon31.com

The information contained in  this  brochure is  indicat ive and may,  for technical ,  commercia l  or legal  reasons, 

be subject to change without notice.


